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Owning commercial real estate might seem like the surefire cure for your 9-to-5 cubicle blues. 
After all, what could be better than fishing the flats or playing another 18 holes while you wait for 
the mailbox money to show up every month?

What surprises a lot of first-time landlords is that owning commercial space is a lot like the old 
duck metaphor. On the surface, it might look like you’re gliding along effortlessly. But down 
below, you’re paddling like mad. Because managing commercial space is a lot of work, even if you 
only have a single building and one or two tenants.

The Guide to Simplified Lease Management for Commercial Property Owners gets you up to speed 
quickly. After reading the guide, you’ll understand the nuts and bolts of rental agreement clauses 
and the best tools for managing commercial rental lease agreements. It’s a pretty quick read – 
which means you can still make your tee time.

INTRODUCTION
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When you think about commercial real estate lease management software, you might lump it into the same bucket as 
property management software. But they are two distinct platform types – each with a unique use.

Property management systems typically contain end-to-end features such as marketing, contract management, 
accounting, cash flow, and maintenance. They are great if you have a massive property portfolio and an office full of people 
running the show.

But for small offices operating a handful of buildings, dedicated lease management software gives the perfect amount of 
insight and information without a bloated, overwhelming feature set.

A commercial real estate lease management platform should optimize, manage, and communicate key “lease events” 
and transactions. The most common lease events are rent increases, lease renewals, rent collections, and annual 
insurance certificate updates. Ideally, lease management software will also provide a centralized peer-to-peer 
communications platform between owners, tenants, and brokers to help build trusted relationships.

Consolidating these activities onto a mobile platform allows owners to operate more efficiently and tenants to stay focused 
on their business. With access to all lease data on any mobile device, an owner can get on the phone with an on-site 
manager in the field and look at the same information at the same time without pulling a file or a spreadsheet.

TRACK KEY LEASE EVENTS

I. PROPERTY MANAGMENT SOFTWARE VS. LEASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
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Because most owners of commercial real estate operate with a lean staff, there usually isn’t much delegating going on. 
Lease negotiations, follow-up, and management all typically fall in the owner’s lap. Until the recent advent of lease 
management software, there’s never been a good solution for handling commercial leases. Spreadsheets were the only 
option. But a spreadsheet quickly becomes useless if it requires regular updates and no one has time to enter the new 
data.

Lease management software is a fantastic new tool that allows owners to achieve higher productivity without adding more 
people. The visibility into real-time information reduces friction and lost opportunity, because the software consolidates all 
the fragmented calendars, notes, and spreadsheets in one location.
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If you’re reading this article, then you’ve probably had enough. You’re fed up with spreadsheets, calendar reminders, and 
sticky notes. There must be a better way to manage your commercial rental lease agreements – and you’ve decided this is 
the day to find it.

Did we nail that?

Right off the bat, let’s compare notes and make sure we’re on the same page. Does any of this sound familiar?

 •   You own or manage a small portfolio of commercial real estate.
 •   Your team is made up of just a few people.
 •   Tracking expirations, rent increases, late fees, and insurance certificates is way too time-consuming.
 •   You’re always calling back to the office when you need info about a lease document.

If we just described your business, then you’ve probably already discovered there is plenty of property management 
software designed for the big players, but not much for smaller investors. Platforms such as Buildium, Cozy, and Yardi are 
fantastic tools for large-scale property owners. But they either offer more features and complexity than you need, or they are 
intended for residential landlords. You don’t want an enterprise-grade system – you want software that’s simple and 
doesn’t get in your way.

II. BEST TOOLS FOR MANAGING COMMERCIAL RENTAL LEASE AGREEMENTS
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WHITE BOARDS
You're one 

eraser away 
from losing 
important 

data.

EMAIL THREADS
Too much 
back and 

forth buries 
the message.

SPREADSHEETS
Requires 

regular care 
and feeding 
with manual 

updates.

FILE FOLDERS
Not mobile 
friendly.

CALENDAR REMINDERS
Easy to set 

them for the 
wrong date- 

or year.

THE OLD FASHIONED WAY OF LEASE MANAGEMENT

LEASE MANAGEMENT
SIMPLIFIED

Before Leasecake, commercial property owners relied on spreadsheets, calendar 
reminders, and offline tools to keep track of lease events. Now all that information is 

available on your phone wherever and whenever you need it.
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It took me a long time to realize it, but owning commercial 

real estate makes me more than just a landlord.  When I 

work with business owners to help them achieve their 

goals, it’s like I’m running my own version of a business 

incubator.

SO LONG, SPREADSHEETS!

Jim Banktson
Leasecake Co-Founder

Up until now, the best option for the mom-and-pop or family office has been a fragmented collection of tools including 
calendar reminders, email threads, physical file folders – and the good ol’ reliable spreadsheet. But Leasecake fills the void 
with a platform that manages key dates, tracks payments, and enables engagement within a shared network of owners, 
tenants, and brokers. 

Forgetting about a tenant renewal or rent escalation means you’re leaving money on the table. But beyond that, it can 
introduce friction into what was previously a friendly, collaborative relationship. We'd like to help you avoid that conflict.

There needs to be a symbiosis between both sides of the rental relationship. Because when a tenant’s business thrives, it’s 
good for the landlord as well.

Next up, a look inside how owners such as Jim managed their buildings before the advent of lease management software.

Our software consolidates 
information in a mobile platform 
that gives commercial real estate 
owners the immediate access 
they need to access all the “dates 
and dollars” currently trapped in 
spreadsheets.

SO LONG, SPREADSHEETS!

Jim Bankson
Leasecake Co-Founder
Jim Bankson
Leasecake Co-Founder

It took me a long time to realize it, but owning commercial 
real estate makes me more than just a landlord. When I 
work with business owners to help them achieve their 
goals, it’s like I’m running my own version of a business 
incubator. When I work with business owners to help them 
achieve their goals, it’s like I’m running my own version of 
a business incubator.

Up until now, the best option for the mom-and-pop or family office has been a fragmented collection of tools including calendar 
reminders, email threads, physical file folders – and the good ol’ reliable spreadsheet. But Leasecake fills the void with a platform 
that manages key dates, tracks payments, and enables engagement within a shared network of owners, tenants, and brokers. 

Forgetting about a tenant renewal or rent escalation means you’re leaving money on the table. But beyond that, it can introduce 
friction into what was previously a friendly, collaborative relationship. We'd like to help you avoid that conflict.

There needs to be a symbiosis between both sides of the rental relationship. Because when a tenant’s business thrives, it’s good 
for the landlord as well.

Next up, a look inside how owners such as Jim managed their buildings before the advent of lease management software.

Our software consolidates 

information in a mobile platform 

that gives commercial real estate 

owners the immediate access 

they need to access all the “dates 

and dollars” currently trapped in 

spreadsheets.

It took me a long time to realize it, but owning commercial 
real estate makes me more than just a landlord. When I 
work with business owners to help them achieve their 
goals, it’s like I’m running my own version of a business 
incubator. When I work with business owners to help them 
achieve their goals, it’s like I’m running my own version of 
a business incubator.
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Happy tenants are gold to commercial building owners. The trick is to not get distracted and let that gold slip through your 
fingers. There are three simple things you can do to help nurture those tenant relationships. In the end, all these tips relate 
to a couple of key attributes: organization and communication. And while the default tool for organizing tasks is the 
spreadsheet, that’s not necessarily the best solution to this problem.

GET ON THE SAME PAGE
You started with a letter of intent, or at least a handshake, and then formalized the agreement with a lease contract that 
outlines your responsibilities, their responsibilities, and important dates. Standard practice is for the tenant to file their 
copy in an easily forgettable cubby because they can always contact your office when they have a question. At least you 
started on the same page.

Be sure to keep your copy in a convenient location – with access from your phone or tablet if possible.

DON’T MISS DEADLINES
There are a handful of critical dates and dollar amounts trapped inside every commercial real estate lease.
Losing track of any of these will cost you money:

 • Rent due date
 • Rent amount
 • Grace period
 • Late fees
 • Expiration date
 • Renewal notification

III. HOW TO MANAGE YOUR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS WITHOUT SPREADSHEETS
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MAKE IT PERSONAL
Mary Kay Ash, who founded cosmetics powerhouse Mary Kay Inc., once said,  “Pretend that every single person you meet 
has a sign around his or her neck that says, ‘Make me feel important.’” That’s great advice, and easy to achieve if you take 
the time to get to know people. Keep a few notes about each tenant so you remember what their hobbies are, where they 
are going on vacation, or information about their family. If you have some rock-star tenants who deserve special treatment, 
then surprise them with a thank you note or gift card.

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE RIGHT JOB
You’re probably already using Outlook, Apple Calendar, or Google Calendar to schedule meetings and appointments. You 
can use that same calendar to keep track of lease-related dates and deadlines. Evernote is a great, cross-platform app for 
keeping notes, chunks of critical information, and even PDFs. Apps such as Wunderlist and Todoist can also fill a similar 
need.

And if you need to store and share a large number of documents, you can rely on Dropbox, Google Drive, or iCloud.

However, it takes a somewhat clunky combination of multiple tools or apps to manage all the tasks involved with operating 
a portfolio of commercial real estate leases. The best solution is to maintain everything in a lease management tool such as 
Leasecake. Sure you can cobble together a workable solution with a few different software products. But ultimately, you 
might get frustrated and abandon the effort.

By using a purpose-designed product explicitly built for lease management, you can more effectively and efficiently 
manage your properties, and potentially add more buildings without adding staff.
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Here’s a little peek into how eager we are to improve our lives. If you do a Google search for the phrase, “how to optimize,” 
you’ll get more than 50 million results for optimizing everything from your health to your computer. Luckily for owners and 
managers of commercial property, the search for tips and techniques is a little simpler. These are the top three 
recommendations for optimizing tenants and leases.

NO VACANCY
One of the fundamental truths of business is that it’s easier and cheaper to keep an existing customer than to win a new 
one. And the same goes for tenants. Maintaining full occupancy is a prime way to optimize your commercial project. It’s 
nearly always more economical, more convenient, and less stressful to keep an existing tenant than it is to find someone 
new to occupy a unit.

That’s why it’s essential to stay up on top of all the dates and critical clauses buried deep inside your leases, so you don’t 
slip up and accidentally lose a tenant. The ball may be in tenant’s court when it comes to notifying you about their intent to 
renew, but that doesn’t mean you can’t nudge them if renewal time is coming up.

The business owners who occupy space in commercial buildings are often mom-and-pops who spend all day every day in 
the trenches. They are deep in the muck and might not realize that four-and-a-half years have gone by since they signed 
their lease.

IV. 3 WAYS TO OPTIMIZE YOUR COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE LEASE AGREEMENTS
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Want to know a secret?

Chances are most tenants haven’t looked at the lease since the day they dropped that countersigned copy into a drawer or 
box. They aren’t even sure where it is.

But if they pay every month, don’t make waves, and keep the place clean, then you might want to take the extra step and 
touch base with them about the renewal.

SEE YA LATER
On the other hand, you might have your fingers crossed that some less desirable tenants miss their renewal date. If a tenant 
goes month-to-month, you’ll have the opportunity to find a higher-paying tenant, a business that is cleaner, or as one 
building owner said, “Someone who won’t wreck the place.”

That owner has plenty of stories about tenants who didn’t break his heart when they decided to pack up and move on down 
the road. Here are a couple examples:

 • A roofing company that always paid on time (good), but left a trail of nails around the property (bad)
 • A national tenant that was ideal on so many levels but regularly overloaded the parking lot with vehicles,
    making life miserable for other tenants

Sometimes the upside isn’t worth the downside, and you need to move on.
continue on
next page>>>
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GET OUT IN FRONT
When leases are about to expire or due for renewal, make sure you know in advance so you can take action one way or 
another. If it’s someone you want to keep in your building, then reach out and let them know the time is approaching. And 
if you are losing a tenant – whether it’s their choice or yours – it’s always good to know far in advance so you can alert your 
broker and start marketing the space.

The final piece of advice from someone who has been down this road many times is to always part on good terms. It’s not 
unusual for a tenant to return months or years later.

If you're looking to optimize your commercial property, then you want to fill your suites with great tenants that are worth 
holding onto. And once you get them – don't let them go. A lease management system is the best way to stay on top of 
important lease events and maintain open communication with tenants.
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If you’re new to owning and managing commercial real estate, then you are entering a complex world with a language all 
its own. Sort of like soccer – or Snapchat. That's why it’s a good idea to start by arming yourself with knowledge of the basic 
rental agreement clauses found in most commercial real estate leases.

LEASE TYPE
Surprise! The rent check a tenant writes each month has to cover more than just your mortgage. There are several different 
lease structures, and the type you use determines what costs tenants are responsible for beyond base rent.

 • Modified Gross Lease: With this type, the tenant pays for utilities and the landlord pays everything else   
     (maintenance, repairs, taxes, etc.).

 • Double Net Lease: Also known as “net-net,” tenants pay utilities, property taxes, and insurance premiums,
     while the landlord pays for maintenance and repairs.

 • Triple Net Lease: While the landlord remains responsible for the structure itself, tenants share all costs of   
    maintaining and operating the building, except the landlord is generally responsible for structural repairs.

In all cases, define precisely what the term “operating expenses” means in your lease. Typically, it means property taxes, 
property insurance, common area maintenance (CAM), and utilities.

V. 5 BASIC RENTAL AGREEMENT CLAUSES NEEDED IN EVERY COMMERCIAL LEASE
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MODIFIED GROSS DOUBLE NET TRIPLE NET
LANDLORD PAYS: LANDLORD PAYS: LANDLORD PAYS:

Leases vary regarding whether the 
tenant or landlord is responsible for 
paying operating expenses. This 
graphic shows expenses paid by the 

landlord for various lease types.

MAINTENANCE

STRUCTURE

PROPERTY TAXES

INSURANCE

GROSS vs NET: UNDERSTANDING
DIFFERENT LEASE TYPES
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SPACE MEASUREMENTS
In a nutshell “rentable space” means the usable square feet of the space a tenant occupies plus a proportional share of the 
building’s common areas. So rentable square footage includes spaces, such as common hallways, lobbies, bathrooms, and 
elevators. “Usable square footage” is the actual space a tenant occupies from wall to wall.

RENT AND ESCALATION CLAUSES
The base rent a tenant pays in the first year is typically just a starting point. One of the most common lease clauses is an 
escalation clause, which sets guidelines for the landlord to increase rent periodically. Over the course of a long-term lease, 
owners are exposed to inflation and rising rental rates in the market. An escalation clause allows you to keep rates close to 
market level without renegotiating every year.

RENEWAL CLAUSES
Up to this point, it might seem like a commercial real estate lease agreement is designed to benefit the landlord. But a 
renewal option favors the tenant. This clause gives tenants the right to extend their lease on a pre-negotiated basis, so they 
get the benefit of a long-term contract but have the option of getting out after the initial term. It’s not unusual for an initial 
five-year lease to have multiple five, seven, or even 10-year options.

That can be good news for commercial property owners who want to hold on to desirable tenants. The downside for 
landlords is that sometimes the option is executed during an up cycle when the market could support higher rent rates. 
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Be aware that renewal deadlines can sneak up on you as the years fly by. If you want to ensure that specific tenants renew, 
then it's a good idea to maintain open lines of communication and to use lease management software that tracks 
important lease events.

ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING CLAUSES
If a space doesn’t work out for a tenant, they are still on the hook to pay rent. However, subletting clauses allow them to find 
another tenant to occupy the space and pay rent. An assignment clause permits tenants to walk away from the lease entirely 
if the owner finds a new tenant to take the space.

Knowing these basics is just the first step, because laws and customs vary by state and from market to market. Your attorney 
or broker can help you negotiate favorable terms when renting out your commercial property – and a lease management 
system will keep track of all the critical dates.

Learning about lease types, escalations, and other clauses is a great first step toward establishing yourself as a successful 
commercial landlord. The final piece of the puzzle is drafting the actual lease document – which will likely start with a 
template. 
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A Commercial Lease is a legally binding agreement between a commercial property owner and a business tenant. It might 
include details such as what kind of business is allowed to operate in the space, where customers and employees can park, 
and even hours of operation. Look at enough commercial real estate leases, and you’ll notice there is no “normal” from one 
document to another. That's why we don't recommend using the same lease template for every tenant. 

They might all contain the same basic clauses, but the detail and complexity can vary dramatically depending on the 
tenant’s business and type of space.

An owner who operates industrial space ranging from 2,000 to 10,000 square feet can probably use the same lease for all 
tenants, and most of them will accept it as-is without any revisions. Retail space requires a different type of contract, which 
might include clauses about exclusive use rights, “go-dark” rights, and percentage rent. And office-space leases often 
contain more detail about tenant improvements, because many companies want updated flooring, wall coverings, and 
lighting.

Lease duration also affects the language of the contract and whose document is used. For example, a national tenant 
negotiating a 10-year lease will have its attorney draft the agreement, which will then be reviewed by the landlord’s 
attorney – so the final version might be a hybrid of input from both sides.

However, if you are renting commercial space to local, single-location businesses, then you can probably have your 
attorney draft a fill-in-the-blanks lease contract that will work for most tenants.

Tenants come in a lot of different flavors, so it's not practical to use the same lease template for each one. But once a lease 
is agreed upon and signed, then you'll want to use lease management software to stay on top of it.

VI. SHOULD YOU USE THE SAME COMMERCIAL LEASE TEMPLATE FOR EVERY TENANT?
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Thanks for reading The Guide to Simplified Lease Management for Commercial Property Owners. 
We hope it gave you a good grasp of what it’s like to own and operate commercial real estate.

Whether you’re managing one suite or a hundred, Leasecake can help you keep track of all the 
lease events that were traditionally trapped in spreadsheets. If you want easy access to your lease 
data and would like to share essential information with tenants and brokers, then we invite you to 
take Leasecake for a test drive.

Please visit Leasecake.com to see a demo, and then fill out the contact form to get started today.

CONCLUSION


